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Abstract
A closed A-term E is called an enumerator if
Viltf€A#3n€N EW  - ß M.
Here A0 is the set of dosed A-terms, N is the set of natural numbers and 
the rn1 are the Church’s numerals \ f x . f nx. Such an E is called reducing 
if moreover
VAfeA°3fteN E V  -*ß M.
In 1983 I conjectured that every enumerator is reducing. An ingenious 
recursion theoretic proof of this conjecture by Statman is presented in 
Barendregt [1992]. The proof is not intuitionistically valid, however, Dirk 
van Dalen has encouraged me to find intuitionistic proofs whenever possi­
ble. In the lambda calculus this is usually not difficult. In this paper an 
intuitionistic version of Statmans proof will be given. It took me somewhat 
longer to find it than in other cases.
Acknowledgement. I thank Rick Statman for an improvement in the construc­
tive version of his theorem,
1
2X. Introduction
K wo have proved in Heytings arithmetic HA that E is an enumerator, then by 
Statmans result we can prove in Peano's arithmetic PA that E is reducing. The 
statement that a combinator is a  reducing enumerator is H§. Therefore, by a 
well-known result of Kreisel, it follows that also in HA one can prove that E 
is reducing. So the reader may wonder why we give an intuitionistic proof of 
Statmans theorem. The first reason is that there ia a difference between knowing 
that a statement A can be proved intuitionistically and having an intuitionistic 
proof, By Kreisels result we have a general recipe for transforming any proof 
jDpa in PA  of a Hjj-statement into a proof Dha in HA. But in order to obtain 
Djïa in this way, we first have to write down a formalized proof of A and then 
apply the recipe. The result is a formal proof but may not be understandable. 
The second reason is that by using Kreisels general recipe one only obtains the 
validity of the rule
hffA E is an enumerator ^  \~ha E is a reducing enumerator. ’
A concrete HA proof of a statement A  may be such that it also shows the 
implication within HA;
hjfA E is aa enumerator -> E is a reducing enumerator.
Indeed our constructive proof will yield the validity of this direct implication, 
Statmans result is stronger than just stated. He showed in PA the following. 
Let A  Ç A° be an r.e. set. Suppose
VM eA°3NeA N = ß M. (1)
Then
VAfeA°3 N e A N -+ p M .  (2)
By applying tins to the set A  »  {EV lngN } one obtains his result concerning 
enumerators'E. We will prove
HA (1) —* (2).
2. Statmans proof
We use lambda calculus notation from Barendregt [1984] and recursion theoretic 
notations from Rogers [1967]. In particular if ^  is a partial recursive function, 
then i>(n)l means that ^(n) is defined and means that ip(n) is undefined. 
A set A C N is called recursively enumerable (r.e.) if for some partial recursive 
one lias A  =  dom(^), i.e. Vn€N [n€A T/>(n)|]. In the following the 
reader is supposed to know some elementary properties of r.e, sets. For example, 
that if A and its complement are both r.e., then A  is recursive; moreover, that 
there exists a set I ( C N  that is r.e. but not recursive.
32.1. LEMMA. Let M eli. Then there is an MiQA in ß-nfsuch that M\\ —»ß M  
and FV(M) «  FV(Mt). Here I 2 \x ,x .
Proof. By induction on the structure of M  we define M\ in the following table,
M Mi
X
PQ
A x.P
\z ,zx
\z.z(zP\z){zQiz)
XzX.zPiZ
Then by induction it follows that M\\ M  and FV(Af) »  FV(Afi). ■
Remember that a term Me A is of order 0 if for no Pe A one has M  ~ß Xx.P. 
For example (Aa?.®a:)(Aa;.a;a;) is of order 0.
2.2. Lemma, (i) For every partial recursive function ip there is a term FeA° such 
that for all nSN one has
ip(n)l => =/j ty(n)1 
t/>(7i)T =*• jF V  ts o/ order 0.
(ii) Let K  Ç N ie an r.e. set. TVtcn /or some Pjï€A° one &<xs for all n€N
neK  =*■ Pk 1V  - » 131»
=}» f l f f V  ts o/order (7.
Proof, (i) Inspection of the usual proof of the A-definability of the partial re­
cursive functions shows that in case the function is undefined on an argument 
the representing A-term is of order 0 on the corresponding numeral. For another 
proof due to Statman, see Barendregt [1992a],
(ii) Let K  — dom(^). Let be A-defined by F, Then take Pk  s  A<2,Fell, 
noting that for Church’s numerals one has V ll ~ß I. ■
2.3. THEOREM (Statman [1987]). le t A C  (after coding) be an r.e. set. Sup­
pose
V M & ?3N eA N = ftM . (3)
Then
VM eA 'lN eA N  M. (4)
Proof. Assume (3). Suppose towards a contradiction that (4) does not hold, i.e. 
for some Mq€A°
VNeAJVykßMo. (5)
4Using lemma 2,1 construct a term M\ in jff-nf such that Mil Mo, Let P  = 
as in lemma 2.2 for some non recursive r.e. set K . Define a predicate R on N as 
follows;
Il(n) 3tfeA3QeA [JPW -» f i Q k N - + fi QMi\],
Note that R  is an r.e» predicate. Claim
i£(n) *4=?"
Ab to (=^), suppose R(n)> i,e. for some N e A  and QeA one has
prni q jy QMX\,
If nG/C, then 1 ~ ß P V  =ß so by the Church-Rosser theorem Q I and 
therefore N  ~»ß \Mi\ Mo, contradicting (5). Therefore n$I< and we ate 
done. As to («£=), suppose n$K. Then JPW is of order 0. By (3) there is 
an N e  A  such that N  =/? P V M i l  By the Church-Rosser theorem there is a 
common reduct L  of N  and PV A fil. Since P V  is of order 0 and M\, I are in 
nf one must have L ~  QM\\ with P V  —»ß Q. Therefore 72(n).
From the claim it follows that the complement of K  is r.e,, hence recursive 
(since K  is itself r.e-) contradicting the choice of K. m
What is happening here? Given A  and a term M t we want to construct a 
term N eA  such that N  -» M . We know that there is a term N n w PnMily with 
P« s  P jfV . Now
n € if =& Pn I; 
n$K  ^  Nn is of order 0
for some P* Pn, If—in some dialectic way-one would have n eK  k  n$K  we 
would be done. Indeed, then
Nn -* J*Mi\ -»  \MX\ Mx\ -*  M.
This is impossible of course. But for some e and Pfl'«—Ptf one has
e e K b N '- tP lM i l ,
because otherwise U~I< = {n 13P^#-Pn Nn -*  P^MtI}; since the latter set is 
r.e,, the negation theorem implies that K  is recursive, contrary to the choice of 
K , Therefore one has for this e
53. The intuitionistic proof
The difficulty making this reasoning constructive is the following. The e to be 
constructed is found via the unsolvability of the halting problem. So let K  = 
{n I ÿn(nU } and R  be an r.e, set such that U -K  C R , We waat to construct an 
e such that eZRCi K. Now let R  = Wt =s {n | ^ fl(n )J}. Then
e$R  e€N— K  =*• e€R.
Therefore by reductio ad absurdum e€R = Wc and hence also e g K .  Intuitio- 
nistically one has only fl K). By analysing why N—K  Q R  we can
nevertheless prove that eÇ.R and hence eeR  D K.
3.1. LEMMA. The following is provable in HA. Let K  be an r.e. s e t . Then for 
some P  =s Pk G A0 one has for all nÇN
neK  =* P W -* ß  I;
P rnn —» Xx,M nGJÏ.
/n particular, n$K  =>■ P V  ts o/ order 0.
Proof. Let E be a reducing self-interpreter, e.g. the one constructed by P. de 
Bruin, see Barendregt [1992], Using lemma 2.1 let Ei be a ß-ni such th a t  Eil -*» E. 
Let t be a recursive predicate such that
neK  3k t fa k ) .
Let t be A-defined by T € A0. By the second fixed-point theorem, see Barendregt 
[1984], there exists a term ÆT6À0 such that
H xy -»  Txy(KÀ\)(\)Eirl fx (S ^ y ) i
where (M) =  Xx.xM and S+ A-defines the successor function. We set P  =  
\x ,H x r(P. In order to show that P satisfies the requirements, define
. AJ s  I ifafc'<&*(n,ifc);
= . f l W  else.
Claim AJ* -»• A£+l. If A* s  I because 3kl<k i(nik)) then also A j+i s  1 and 
we are done. Otherwise AJ =  i / rn*ir "^1 because ->3k*<k t(nt k). T hen we have 
the following.
Case 1. t(n ,k) holds. Then TrnirP  true and
& W P  -»  Trnn i (K4l)(l)El rjr'W (S+r*1)
-»  tru€(K4l)(l)E1rjfflrn1(rfc -J-1.1)
-*sk K W in v ^ + i1
-»  I s  Ajf+1.
6Case 2, <(n,A) does not hold, Them T V fc 1 false and
J ï W  -»  r rnn r^ (  K41 ) {I ) Ex rPf1 V  (S+rÄ1 )
-» false(K4l)(I} EirlP rrP(rk + 11)
~»gk +
—» Ej I rHirn irk 4* l*1
-» EriSPW^  + i 1
—» ffrnir& 4-11 s  i4J+1.
In the above means that the reduction involves at least one gk-step of 
completely developing all present redexes in a term. Therefore we have that
<r ; P V  -* /4q —» AJ A* - # . . .
is a quasi-Gross-Knufch reduction path, hence by Barendregt [1984] thm.13.2,11, 
a cofinal reduction sequence starting with P V .
Now suppose that n€ l(. Then t(n, k) for some k. Therefore
P V  -*  A l s  I,
Suppose on the other hand that P V  —» Ax.M, Then by the cofinality of a it 
follows that Xz.M —» AJ for some k. But then AJJ ~  I is the only possibility; 
therefore n£l(, m
Now we can give the proof of the main theorem.
3.2. Theoeem (Constructive version of 2,3). The following is provable in HA. 
Let A Ç  A? be an r.e, set Suppose
V M e tflN e A  N M. (6)
Then
\/M G /i°3N eA N -»pM . (7)
Proof. Suppose we have (6). Given A° we want to construct an N eA  such 
that N  -»  M. Let K  =: {neN \<j>n(n)},} and P  = Pk  as in lemma 3.1. Define
R = {n\3Q<zAQ3N€A N-»QM\\k P V  -» <?}.
Clearly J? is an r.e. set. Let R — We in the notation of Rogers [1967]. By 
the assumption there exists an N&A such that N  =  P re]Mi\. Therefore by the 
Church-Rosser theorem for some L£h° one has
N -»  L « - PW M J.
7Case 1. In the given reduction P re"*Afil —» X- the head P 'V  is never reduced to a 
term of the form Ax.T. Then L s  QAfjt for some Q «- jPV , Then e&R = We» 
so eGiif, hence P V  = I and therefore Q I, But then
N '-*  L zZ iQ M il-fiM il-K M .
Case 2. In the given reduction PV A fil —» £  the head P V  is reduced to a term 
of the form A x.T, Then by lemma 3.1 it follows that e$K  so eçWa — R  and 
therefore N  -»  Q'M\\ for some Q’ *- P re1. Since e€K  again we have Q' I 
and hence N  —* A4*. ■
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